Cranberry Stained Glass Studio & Supply Inc.
________________________________________________________________________

FUSE-A-PALOOZA’S PLAY DAY












You will have had to attend at least one of the Demonstrations throughout the
week.
All basic hand tools (glass cutters, rulers, running pliers, grosers, etc.), fuser's
glues and standard grinders (standard bit and ultra-fine) are available for use. We
would like to suggest that, if possible, you bring your own "tool kit" of hand tools
for your own comfort.
There will be supervision and a little help available but no techniques are taught
during Fuse-A-Palooza’s Play Day.
You are welcome to use any of the Rental Molds in house for this event.
Bring or purchase your glass and glass accessory items (frit, stringers, dichroic,
paint, etc) they are not included. (We can run a tab for the day for you.)
Drill Press and any other drilling equipment available but you provide the bits for
more than one hole.
Kilns will be loaded and programmed by one of the Cranberry Crew.
Glass tile saw, and Gemini Apollo and Lap Wheel are not available for this event.
Glass Line and Spectrum Glaze Pen painting is permitted but Traditional Painting
is not at this time.
Thin Fire, Papyrus or other Firing Papers must be purchased or provided by you.

Fuse-A-Palooza Kiln Firing Specials for Play Day Event:
Included in the Kiln Firing Fee Special for this event:






Cranberry will load and program the kilns.
All Kiln Wash, Primo Primer and/or Boron Nitride for this event only.
Unloading and first general cleaning of your project.
Thin Fire, Papryrus or other Firing Papers not included.

9 by 10" hexagon..................Reg.$15 Fuse-A-Palooza $5.
13" circle...............................Reg.$20, Fuse-A-Palooza $5.
15 by 16" hexagon................Reg.$25, Fuse-A-Palooza $5.
18" by 28" rectangle..............Reg.$50, Fuse-A-Palooza $10
All Cranberry's Rental Molds use Boron Nitride only.
Cranberry is not responsible for the final outcome of your project.

